
The Profitable Products With 
PLR Blueprint Workshop  

The Whole Plan 
 
 
1. This workshop assumes that you have a business foundation/brand built in a niche. If you 
don't have that yet, that's where you need to start.  
 
You need to build your business foundation which is at the minimum a squeeze page, blog, and 
a follow up system for your list. Beyond that you also need to make sure you have social 
profiles setup for the social media channels where your niche people are. 
 
Now I have done a ton of workshops on getting setup in a niche with your own brand and 
building a business foundation and also a ton of workshops on using social media to build your 
presence and get traffic. 
 
If you don't know how to do all of this stuff then you need to go through those. You can get 
them all at https://learningim.com/all-workshops-w 
 
2. Make a list of topics that your niche wants to know about. Go find PLR that matches those 
topics. You then need to go through all of the PLR and make a plan for your first product.  
 
3. Once you have a plan for your first product then you need to go and create it.  
 
4. After your product is all created then it's time to create your sales system. Create your sales 
page, download page, and make sure to integrate a customer list into the mix. 
 
5. Go back to your "bag of PLR" and see what you can create to add a sales funnel of multiple 
products. 
 
6. Once you have a sales funnel, go back to your "bag of PLR" and see what you can use to 
create a new front end product along with products to make it into a full sales funnel. You will 
never stop rinsing and repeating this process. You want a full on product empire! 
 
7. Turn on the traffic… Where are you at in your business? That will decide what traffic tactic 
you pick and start using! 
 
Beg For Traffic 
Borrow Traffic 
Buy Traffic 

https://learningim.com/all-workshops-w

